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Abstract— Cotton is the most important crop in the world and 

provides the raw material to the textile industry. The main 

problem faced by farmers in cultivation of the cotton crop is 

the attack of bacterial diseases, fungal viruses, and attack of 

worms or unmonitored cultivation lead to crumpling of 

leaves. So the farmers need to know the diseases attacked on 

the crop and take necessary measures to avoid poor yield. The 

traditional methods of prediction of the diseases are not 

accurate as the experts may get wrong with prediction. The 

experts use their previous knowledge and provide solutions 

which are less accurate. So the proposed methods such as 

image processing and machine learning techniques are used 

to detect and classify cotton leaf diseases. Comparison of the 

classification performance is done for several inputs, the 

system gives an accuracy of 70% for Multi class support 

vector machine, 86% for K-Nearest Neighbor classifier and 

for Artificial Neural Network the accuracy achieved is 

89%.The project is currently designed to detect three types of 

diseases which can be further used to find other diseases that 

may affect various crops. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main occupations of 70% of Indians are agriculture, by 

this fact it can be concluded that India is driven by agriculture. 

As India is a land of irregular climates the farmers will have 

a number of different crops for example food, cash, 

plantation, Horticulture and many more. Many new 

technologies can help in the yielding the crops efficiently 

although with the advancement of the technology it requires 

the constant monitoring by the producers. 

Cotton is a major cash crop and is the raw material 

for the textile industry. It provides the daily wages for around 

60 Million people in India. Cotton crops can be attacked by 

various types of diseases like Alternaria alternata, Bacterial 

blight, crown gall, leaf crumple, cotton rust and worm attack 

which decreases the yield. Hence a system which can detect 

the diseases and alert the farmers is essential. The system 

incorporates the image processing techniques such has, the 

K-Means Segmentation technique for Background 

subtraction and Adaptive Histogram Equalization for feature 

extraction. Classification algorithms such as the KNN (K-

Nearest Neighbor), SVM (Support Vector Machine) and 

ANN (Artificial Neural Network) are implemented to get the 

accurate results. 

A. Motivation 

The naked eye perception by specialists is not so accurate to 

take the precautionary measures to save the yield. At the same 

time it is time consuming and a costly process. So, we must 

use the advanced techniques like image processing and 

machine learning approaches which provide more accuracy 

and less time consuming. So, the proposed system allows 

performing the following task: 

 Identifying the leaf image is a cotton leaf image or not. 

 Classifying the cotton leaf disease using the classifiers 

such as Multiclass Support Machine, K Nearest 

Neighbor or Artificial Neural Network. 

 Disease is identified and the farmer can precautionary 

measures can be taken to save the cotton yield. 

B. Problem Statement 

In Cotton plants, diseases like yellow, brown spots early and 

late burnt are the few examples leaf diseases. These diseases 

may be contagious or non-contagious viral, non-viral, 

bacterial and non-bacterial diseases. To identify the disease 

part in the cotton leaf and group into the type of diseases. 

Extracting the affected zone of the leaf through the image 

visualization. As the naked eye detection is not efficient and 

an expert advice is required which is more costly. Through 

this system the detection of the diseases by analyzing the 

different symptoms of the disease is more cost efficient 

C. Objectives 

 Identifying the cotton leaf in the Image. 

 Background Subtraction Using K-Means Segmentation. 

 Extracting the Shape, Texture and Color feature 

Extraction. 

 K Nearest Neighbor Algorithm based system for 

classification of Cotton leaf diseases. 

 Once the detection phase has been accomplished, name 

and other details can be obtained. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

P. R. Rothe, R. V. Kshirsagar, in "Cotton Leaf Disease 

Identification using Pattern Recognition Techniques" 

presents Active contour model is used for image 

segmentation and Hu's moments are extracted as features for 

the training of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system. [1] 

Ratih Kartika Dewi, R. V. Hari Ginardi, in “Feature 

Extraction for Identification of Sugarcane Rust Disease” 

presents image pattern classification to identify rust disease 

in sugarcane leaf with a combination of texture and color 

feature extraction. [2] 

Rajneet Kaur, Miss. Manjeet Kaur, in “A Brief 

Review on Plant Disease Detection using in Image 

Processing” presents identification of diseased part on the 

leaf and classify the disease using SVM classifier. [3] 

P. Revathi, M. Hemalatha, in "Advance Computing 

Enrichment Evaluation of Cotton Leaf Spot Disease 

Detection Using Image Edge detection" presents mobile 

captured symptoms of Cotton Leaf Spot images and 

categorize the diseases using neural network. The classifier is 

being trained to achieve intelligent farming, including early 

detection of disease in the groves, selective fungicide 

application, etc. [4] 
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P. Revathi, M. Hemalatha, in "Classification of 

Cotton Leaf Spot Disease Using Image Processing Edge 

Detection Technique" presents mobile captured symptoms of 

cotton leaf spot images and categorize the diseases using 

HPCCDD Proposed Algorithm. The classifier is being trained 

to achieve intelligent farming, including early Identification 

of diseases in the groves, selective fungicide application, etc. 

[5] 

Ajay A. Gurjar, Viraj A. Gulhane, in "Disease 

Detection on Cotton Leaves by Eigenfeature Regularization 

and Extraction Technique" presents regularizes and extracts 

eigenfeature from cotton leaf image. Here scatter matrix is 

developed which is within class type, now this matrix is 

decomposed into various subspaces, related to various 

diseases i.e. fungal disease, leaf crumple and by providing the 

thousand no of sample images, i.e. here considering the 

various variation of pixel value. Eigen features are 

regularized differently in these subspaces based on that Eigen 

spectrum is modeled this enables the discriminant evaluation 

performed in the whole space feature extraction or 

dimensionality reduction occurs at the final stage, after 

comparison of this feature results to disease identification. [6] 

P. R. Rothe, Dr. R. V. Kshirsagar, in "Automated 

Extraction of Digital Images Features of three kinds of Cotton 

Leaf Diseases" presents Gaussian filter is applied to remove 

the noise present in the images before segmentation. The 

Color layout descriptor which is a very compact and 

resolution-invariant representation of color and can be used 

for a variety of similarity-based retrieval, content filtering and 

visualization are extracted along with shape parameters as 

features. [7] 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

An input image, specified by a user, undergoes two stages of 

processing - detection and classification. In addition to these, 

there is another stage at training time where data 

augmentation takes place. In detail, these stages are: 

1) Step 1: Data Augmentation 

Since our dataset is imbalanced and lacks geometric 

variances of Cotton Leaves. The images are resized to a 

particular shape of 600 x 600 pixels at 300 dpi (dots per 

inch).Therefore it’s a high resolution image. Later based on 

the Green content in the image, the image is identified as a 

leaf or not. Based on the Existing cotton leaf images, then 

compare the new input image to be a cotton leaf. 

2) Step 2: Image Segmentation 

K-Means Segmentation is used for background subtraction. 

In this the green and yellowish part of the image to be 

considered as leaf and its affected part. This can be further 

used for Classification to identify the disease content in the 

Cotton Leaf image. 

3) Step 3: Feature Extraction 

Using Adaptive Histogram Equalization, we can identify the 

variations in the leaf such as the healthier part of the leaf and 

the disease part. Then extract the Color, Shape and Texture 

features like Contrast, Correlation, Energy, Entropy, 

Homogeneity, Mean, RMS, Variance, Standard Deviation, 

Smoothness, Kurtosis, Skewness, and Inverse Difference 

Movement and Store it as Dataset which can be further used 

to classify the image. 

4) Step 4: Image Dataset 

The Extracted features are stored in the Dataset which can be 

used for comparison with the Test image features. 

5) Step 5: Image Classification 

For the test image steps 1, 2 and 3 are repeated. Machine 

Learning techniques such as Multi class support vector 

machine, K Nearest Neighbor Algorithm and Artificial 

Neural Network are used to classify the cotton leaf. Based on 

the extracted features in the dataset are compared with Test 

image features. The Disease type is detected and possible 

remedies to be taken are provided. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture of Cotton Leaf Disease 

Detection System 

IV. RESULTS 

 

The results are obtained by running the Cotton leaf disease 

detection system (GUI) module as follows: 

The dataset is created by background subtraction 

and feature extraction and stored in a feature vector and that 

done for around 500+ images and stored in a .MAT file (A 

Mat Data file) consists of a 2 variables Dataset and Disease 

type vector array. 

 The input image is loaded from the system into the 

Cotton leaf disease detection system. 

 Then the read image is stored in a matrix for image 

processing. 

 The system Checks the input image is cotton leaf or not. 

 Background Subtraction through K-means is performed 

on the cotton image and displayed in the GUI. 

 Adaptive Histogram is applied to the Image 

 Using the Multiclass Support Vector Machine for 100 

images 70% accuracy is achieved. 

 Using the K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier 86% accuracy 

is achieved. 

 Using the Artificial Neural Network 86% accuracy is 

achieved. 
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Table 1: Different Classifiers Result 

 
Fig. 2: Interface of Cotton Leaf Disease Detection System 

 
Fig. 3: Image Processing & Classification GUI 

 
Fig. 4: Cotton Leaf Disease Detection Results & Features 

Extraction 

V. CONCLUSION 

Over the course of the project, concepts on processing the 

image, background subtraction, extracting the features, 

training and classification have been learnt and successfully 

employed. The work presents the techniques that can be used 

for cotton leaf species identification and disease 

classification. This provides a mechanism to identify the 

disease of the species through just an image of the leaf. 

A. Limitations 

The limitations of the product are not negative perspectives 

to the project. However, no product can fulfill all the needs of 

the user. Thus the following may be considered as limitations: 

 The system cannot be used for an image consisting of a 

cluster of leaves. 

 The system has recognize only three types of disease - 

Alternaria alternata, Bacterial Blight and Leaf Crumple. 

B. Future Enhancements 

Currently the Cotton Leaf Disease Detection System is 

capable of detecting diseases such as Alternaria alternata, 

Bacterial blight of cotton and Crumple leaf. 

 Further the system can be trained to recognize different 

types of diseases. 

 The current system can be simplified by developing an 

android application, which could be convenient for users. 

 The current system uses 500+ images for the training and 

classification. The image dataset can be increased and 

thus that can provide more efficient results, and other 

efficient methods for classification can be experimented 

for the accurate results. 

 Experimenting with noisier and the distorted images can 

be tried. 

 Applying this project for real time image capturing and 

classification can be done, by interfacing with camera 

module into the system. Which captures images and 

upload to the system for the classification results can be 

experimented. 
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